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Week of Jan 23rd - Jan 29th

Dean & Rachel B

Monday the 23rd

Nicola S ................... Lower SS
Dan H ...................... Upper SS
Pat & Martin K ............. Snacks

✦Bible Study: Reading:
Matthew 13. If you would like
a ride to and from Bible
study, speak to Larry K.
Conference call is also
available by request.

....... Greeters

Sunday the 29th
✦5:00 BB Retreat
Registration and BBQ
Supper at the Duncan
Center.

Wednesday the 25th
✦7:30pm Principles of
Exposition Class. This is our
final week, in which we will
work together through the
whole process on the story
of Abram’s calling (Gen.12).

Sunday the 29th
✦10:00am Service with the
Rt. Rev. Peter M. Buss
Volunteer Schedule
Sue B ........................ Music
Joshua C .................. Sound
Pat K ..................... Flowers
Georgina S ............. Chancel
Peer S ....................... Usher

Announcements
✦Spring Journey Program
Would you like to participate
in the Mindful
Communication
Challenge?
This is a 5
week Journey
program we will begin on
March 5th which focuses on
how we connect with one
another using the simple
questions: “Is it true? Is it
kind? Is it useful?” Sign up in
the Boker room to be a part
of a small group!

Future Sermon Topics
Sun. January 29th
✦10:00am Rt. Rev. Peter
M. Buss - “It is written…”
Joshua was called to
“meditate on the Book of the
Law.” Josiah reformed the
whole kingdom when they
found the Book of the Law
and discovered they were
not following its commands.
The Lord responded to a
young man who asked about
receiving eternal life, “What
is written in the Law?” The
Lord consistently urges us to
return to the Word and base
our lives on the life-giving
truths recorded there.
Sun. February 5th
✦10:00am Simpler Service
“Duties of Love (Part 1) –
Love of Country” In this
series we will explore the
duties and responsibilities
one must fulfill in order to
honestly be able to say “I
love … my country... my
spouse… my God.”

A Word for the Week
“The coming of the Son of
Man can be illustrated by the
story of a man going on a
long trip. When he left home,
he gave each of his servants
instructions about the work
they were to do, and he told
the gatekeeper to watch for

his return. You, too, must
keep watch! For you don’t
know when the master of the
household will return….
Don’t let him find you
sleeping when he arrives
without warning. I say to you
what I say to everyone:
Watch!” (Mark 13:34-37)
“Our intermediate self
senses what is going on in
our outward self as if
someone were reporting on
it. The Lord was aware of
everything that was
happening and recognized
clearly the nature and source
of everything that emerged
in him. If any evil
monopolized the emotions of
his outer self or any false
idea monopolized his
thinking, for instance, he
inevitably knew what its
nature was and where it
came from. He could also tell
exactly which evil spirits
were stirring it up, and how,
besides much else. These
kinds of details and
countless others are not
hidden from angels and are
only barely concealed from
people on earth who have a
heavenly type of perception.
Still less would they escape
the Lord.” (Arcana Caelestia 1701)
Have a blessed week!

